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October Update

In this issue:
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Meet the Team - Isaac Harvey
IT Transformation - Hubshare
Introduction - Te Paerewa Recognition Programme
Changes to NZQC - Progress update
Get in Touch
A Reminder to All Clients

Kia ora koutou, 
 
There's plenty happening in the world of accreditation, starting with
continued celebrations for the IANZ Golden Jubilee. We take a look inside
the history books through the eyes of one of our employees and see how
much has changed over the last 50 years. We learn about updates to
publications on the IANZ website as well as exciting changes being made
to the client portal for sharing documentation.  
 
We meet a new member of Team IANZ and proudly introduce to you the
arrival of our Te Paerewa Recognition Programme. With imminent changes

http://ianz.co.nz/
https://mailchi.mp/a495c96719ca/ianz-update-october-2022?e=e633172423
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to the NZQC brand, as well as reminders to our clients in regards to the
use of the IANZ brand, it's a busy time of year for everyone.  
 
Kia kaha, 
 
Team IANZ

IANZ Golden Jubilee - History Through The Eyes of Our Employees

 
As IANZ nears its official Golden Jubilee date (20 October), we look to dive deeper

into the people who have helped shape our organisation and celebrate their

contributions. One such individual is Barry Ashcroft, who joined IANZ in August 1991

and has been a constant fixture in the IANZ office ever since! We recently sat down

with Barry to discuss the history of IANZ through the eyes of our longest-serving

employee. 
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What's New - IANZ Publications Update

 
Periodically, criteria and procedure documents must be updated to reflect changes in

standards and regulations across the various accreditation programmes at IANZ.

Whilst we notify clients when these changes are implemented, this newsletter will also

serve as an additional source of information for changes that may affect you and your

organisation.  

A Brief History of IANZ

https://www.farrowjamieson.com/Job-search/?job=69024
http://www.ianz.govt.nz/news/ianz-golden-jubilee-history-through-the-eyes-of-our-employees
https://ianz.govt.nz
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The following supplementary criteria document have been updated; 
 
Affecting Inspection Body and Chemical Testing Programmes: 
 

1. Supplementary Criteria: Methamphetamine Contamination - Sampling and

Testing (AS LAB C2.4 IB C1.2; 3ed.) 

 

Meet the Team - Isaac Harvey

 
With an ever-expanding workforce, we sat down with one of our newest Team IANZ

members, Isaac Harvey, who has joined us in the Chemical and Biological Testing

programme. 

 

Isaac, welcome to Team IANZ! Tell us a little about your background? 
 
To begin, I studied at Auckland University where I attained a Master's degree in

Biological Sciences. Although I was focused on genetics, microbiology played a key

role during my degree and gave me knowledge and skills which I brought with me to

my first full time job at AsureQuality. I worked there testing food samples for more

than six years, eventually becoming a supervisor of one of their microbiology

Download

https://mcusercontent.com/57fa23fcb45c6a2952b8fce64/files/c438e284-78ae-6e32-cfd0-4afe5a276972/633265ea8040d14176ab7800_AS_LAB_C2.4_AS_IB_C1.2_Supplementary_Criteria_Methamphetamine_Sampling_and_Testing.pdf
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departments. I worked with many amazing people in that role but when the

opportunity to join IANZ came up, I couldn't miss the chance!  

 

What are you looking forward to working on at IANZ?  

 

Before I was working with one laboratory but now I feel like I get to work with dozens.

It's a unique and exciting opportunity in that regard.  

 

Now being on 'the other side' of the accreditation process, what is one piece of advice

you can give to clients preparing for their assessment?

 
Although assessments can seem intimidating, assessors genuinely want to help the

laboratories they assess. It is intended to be collaborative, so open communication

makes the process much smoother for the laboratory.  

 

And finally, what is your favourite piece of technology or product that helps you work

or makes you more productive? 

 

I'm a big fan of Microsoft Excel; you can achieve almost anything with a spreadsheet

once you know how. Currently I'm using one so I can easily keep track of all my

different assessments in one location.  

 

Thanks Isaac! We look forward to seeing you around for more assessments in the

future!
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IT Transformation - Hubshare 
  
Some exciting news! IANZ is migrating their current document portal to M-Files
Hubshare. 
  

What is M-Files Hubshare? 

 

Hubshare is a secure file-sharing platform that allows professionals to collaborate

directly within M-Files (IANZ Content Management System). Hubshare features a

dynamic portal that enables colleagues and clients to share files, information, project

timelines, resources and knowledge.  

 

Existing users of the current portal will receive a "self-service" invitation to join

Hubshare. Hubshare is web-based and therefore is hardware agnostic. PC, Apple,

iPhone, and Android will all function with Hubshare. Our Hubshare portal will provide

dashboards including online guides on how to use M-Files and Hubshare. No more

email restrictions due to large attachments, or receiving large attachments on a data-

restricted cellular device. Content can be previewed within Hubshare without the need

to download files, or the requirement to install Word of PDF on your local

device. Once Hubshare is released there is a planned end of life for the current portal. 

 

We will continue to update everyone on the progress. 

Introduction - Te Paerewa Recognition Programme 
  
We are very excited to introduce our new Te Paerewa Recognition Programme, a
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brand new programme offering that will aid smaller market sectors an affordable

means of demonstrating their quality and technical excellence. This new programme

provides the opportunity for smaller, focused businesses to achieve such recognition

within their sector at a level commensurate with their size and scope.  

The focus remains on quality and technical excellence but can be customised for the

industry sector in which your business operates.  

 

The Te Paerewa Recognition Programme will provide:

Recognition of quality and technical excellence measures implemented by your

business within a sector-specific framework

A four-year recognition cycle with self-assessments each year, complemented

with offsite document review by Te Paerewa assessors.

Onsite visits by Te Paerewa assessors only once in the four-year cycle

A full report provided each year

A Te Paerewa Recognition Programme certificate

Access to the Te Paerewa symbols for your website and brand material

We have listed to our customers, and the industry sectors, to shape a programme that

delivers what you need - assurance of safe and effective systems, without the large

bill.  

 

There are of course qualifying criteria for the programme and not all businesses or

sector groups fit the criteria as there will be regulatory and governance group

requirements that can only be met through full IANZ accreditation. However, if you

want to know whether this programme is right for you then contact us and one of our

staff will discuss options with you. 
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Changes to NZQC - Progress update 
  
In our June newsletter, we announced upcoming changes to the New Zealand Quality

College. We highlighted that NZQC will now be evolving into IANZ Training Services

in a move motivated by delivering a more streamlined training experience with greater

reach and understanding for our clients. This transition is expected to be complete by

January 2023.  

 

From January 2023 the information and booking system currently housed in the

NZQC website will be integrated into the IANZ and Telarc websites. This will have the

benefits of:

Simplifying and reinforcing the existing connection between IANZ and

its training function.

Streamlining the training experience from booking to attending training i.e.

convenient and easy booking within the IANZ website.

The website transition work is progressing well. A new course programme is also in

development that will look at offering courses that are better tailored to the training

needs of our clients. We will continue to keep you updated on this front as it

progresses. IANZ is grateful for your continued cooperation and support during this

time. 

Get in Touch 
  
Unfortunately, an issue with the IANZ website was recently discovered in which
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contact form submissions were not reaching the IANZ webmail inbox. Subsequently, a

number of these submissions were left unanswered for a disappointing period of time.

The issue has now been resolved, however, IANZ would like to take the opportunity to

apologise to all current and potential clients who were affected by this issue.  

 

If you recently tried to contact us through the IANZ website and we haven't got back to

you, please don't hesitate to try again. We're eager to help! 

A Reminder To All Clients 
  
In July 2020, we presented our new branding to the world, showcasing the new New

Zealand mark of competence. Our clients have embraced our new accreditation

symbols, with most clients adopting the new branding quickly.  

 

A friendly reminder to all  remaining clients the need to ensure these symbols and

logo (as outlined in the IANZ publication Procedures and Conditions of Accreditation)

are used across your organisation in all areas in which the IANZ logo is used or

displayed.   

 

Please contact an IANZ representative at info@ianz.govt.nz if you would like

assistance in making this change. 

SHARE THIS EMAIL

Contact Us

mailto:info@ianz.govt.nz
http://us20.forward-to-friend.com/forward?u=57fa23fcb45c6a2952b8fce64&id=70627a6f89&e=e633172423
http://us20.forward-to-friend.com/forward?u=57fa23fcb45c6a2952b8fce64&id=70627a6f89&e=e633172423
mailto:info@ianz.govt.nz?subject=Accreditation%20Enquiry
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